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To: Jaszberenyi Melinda <jaszberenyi@uni-corvinus.hu>, Jhanghiz Syahrivar <jhanghiz@president.ac.id>,
"levente.kokeny" <levente.kokeny@gmail.com>

Dear Colleagues,

Finally!!! The editor of Journal of Vacation Marketing officially accepted our manuscript about Flight to nowhere
service. It was a hard and long work, but I think we could publish a well researched and interesting topic. This is a
great success for us.
Thank you for your professional and detailed contribution and discussion, it was a pleasure to work with you.
I hope that we can continue the common work in an other topic in the near future!

I am doing the publication process. Maybe they will publish the article online maximum in a month.

Best wishes,
Laci

From: Journal of Vaca�on Marke�ng <onbehalfof@manuscriptcentral.com>
Sent: Sunday, September 4, 2022 9:25:39 AM
To: Kökény László <laszlo.kokeny2@uni-corvinus.hu>
Subject: the Journal of Vaca�on Marke�ng - Decision on Manuscript ID JVM-22-0050.R3

04-Sep-2022

Dear Mr. Kökény:

The Journal of Vacation Marketing has now received the Referee reports on your revised paper "Flight-
to-nowhere service: Investigating factors influencing the repurchase intention" Manuscript No
JVM-22-0050.R3.  It is with pleasure to inform you that your paper has been accepted for publication in
the Journal of Vacation Marketing.  Our sincere congratulations to you.

It has been a pleasure working with you and we look forward to receiving further papers from you in the
future.  Once again, our sincere congratulations.

Kind regards,
Ms. Julie Glass
Editorial Manager
the Journal of Vacation Marketing
julie.glass.jvm@gmail.com
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Dear Laci / All, 

Many congratulations! Based on my experience, the total period of edit proof process until online publication (in press)
is on average 2 weeks. Not 1 month. I'll be surprised if you don't receive the edit proof sometime next week (5-9 Sep).
I suggest that you can check your email regularly and if possible complete this edit proof process (including some
"author queries" if any) and submit your correction edit in 1-2 days max. At this point, what is important is to ensure
that all author names and their affiliations are correct. Once the online first appears, I can contact Scopus content
team for immediate inclusion in our respective Scopus database. The usual period for Scopus inclusion is 8 weeks,
but if you consult with them, it may take 2 weeks or less to manifest. 

It's my pleasure to successfully complete at least three (3) Scopus publications from colleagues/professors of
Corvinus Uni this year. I'd like to express my gratitude to Prof Melinda who invited me to some research projects.
Keep up the good work! Looking forward to future collaborations. 

Best wishes, 

J
[Quoted text hidden]
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Dear Jhanghiz,

Thanks, I have submitted the Contributor form recently, so we are waiting for the other steps :)

Best wishes,
Laci

From: Jhanghiz Syahrivar <jhanghiz@president.ac.id>
Sent: Sunday, September 4, 2022 12:43:57 PM
To: Kökény László <laszlo.kokeny2@uni-corvinus.hu>
Cc: Jaszberenyi Melinda <jaszberenyi@uni-corvinus.hu>; levente.kokeny <levente.kokeny@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: the Journal of Vaca�on Marke�ng - Decision on Manuscript ID JVM-22-0050.R3

[Quoted text hidden]

Levente Kökény <levente.kokeny@gmail.com> Sun, Sep 4, 2022 at 11:31 PM
To: Kökény László <laszlo.kokeny2@uni-corvinus.hu>
Cc: Jaszberenyi Melinda <jaszberenyi@uni-corvinus.hu>, Jhanghiz Syahrivar <jhanghiz@president.ac.id>

Dear All,

It was a pleasure to me to participate in the research. Thank you very much! 

Congratulations to all of you, it was hard work!

Best wishes,
Levi
[Quoted text hidden]
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